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What is Test-Fest? 

Test-Fest is situation of intensive  manual testing which 

conduct by a group different stakeholder. 

Its main purpose is to guarantee defect-free features before 

delivering them to production. 



Who does 

participate in 

Test-Fest?  
★ Tester

★ Developer

★ Product Manager

★ Designer 

★ Clients



When does 

Test-Fest 

conduct?  
★ Test-Fest is conducted 

when their is a big feature 

release to production.

★ When there is lot of 

changes to the application  



How long does 

Test-Fest take ? ★ Depending Team size, 

number of Test case,and 

size of project ,it takes 2 

hour up to the whole day.



What need to 

do before   

Test-Fest?
★ Schedule time for it

★ Preparing test cases 

★ Set up test environment

★ Perform sanity test  



Session of Test-

Fest 

★ All people focus on testing (It 

is not allowed to do other 

work)

★ QA lead test fest session and 

support  other other team if 

there is unclear  test case 

★ Everyone take a single test 

case and test it

★ Each feature should be tested 

with some other person which 

didn’t participate in the 

development of it

  



What is the result 

of Test-Fest 

session ★ The outcome of the Test-

Fest is the whole team 

comes with list of bugs that 

found during the Test-Fest



 Post Test-Fest ★ After Test-Fest is done , it is 

a time of bug fixing.

★ Based on level of the priority, 

bugs are going to be fixed 

and ready to test again. 

★ If the bug is fixed it will 

passed unless, it will back to 

again for fix. 

★ These process iterate until 

the bug is fixed.



Conclusion

To conclude that, even if Test-Fest consume much time,it is 

very important.

Rather than preventing lot of error to the production,Test-Fest 

also play a vital role for understand  the whole feature of the 

application.



                          Thank You!!
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